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Abstract—Virtual Reality techniques were used to develop an
interactive application concerning the incremental launching
construction of bridges, in the area of Civil Engineering. It was
developed in order to facilitate understanding of the various
phases involved in the construction. The visualization of the
distinct physical steps of the construction is shown in the virtual
application. The model makes it possible to view the physical
evolution of the work, to follow the planned construction sequence
and to visualize details of the form of every component of the
work. It also supports the study of the type and method of
operation of the equipment necessary for this construction activity.
The application of visual simulation was designed to allow direct
access to any stage of the constructive process in which it is based
and may be viewed from any point within the virtual scene, thus
facilitating their understanding. The access to the application can
be established through a web page placed on the Internet. The
model brings new perspectives in the training activity as a support
to expose innovative methods or complex sequence construction.
Index Terms—Bridge construction,
Simulation, Virtual Reality.

I.

Interaction,

Visual

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the practical application of the virtual reality (VR)
model, is to provide support in Civil Engineering training
namely in those areas relating to bridges and construction
process. The model can be manipulated in classroom-based
education, or in distance learning based on e-learning
technology or by professional related with Civil Engineering.
The human perceptual and cognitive capabilities were taken
into account when designing this visualization tool. Further
more, associated with each new component or step there are
integrated information concerning the construction activity,
allowing the consult of the require data in any phase. The
virtual three-dimensional (3D) models present a menu
concerning the development of the activity linked to each step,
so the trainers and the learners can interact with it when
explaining the method or studying it.
In order to create models, which could visually simulate the
progressive sequence of the process and allowing interact with
it, techniques of virtual reality were used. When modeling 3D
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environments a clear intention of what to show must be planned,
because the objects to display and the details of each one must
be appropriated to the goal the teacher or designer want to
achieve with the model. In addition, the use of techniques of
virtual reality on the development of these didactic applications
is helpful to education improving the efficiency of the models
in the way it allows the interactivity with the simulated
environment of each activity. The virtual model can be
manipulated interactively allowing the teacher or student to
monitor the physical evolution of the work and the construction
activities inherent in its progression. This type of model allows
the participant to interact in an intuitive manner with the
three-dimensional space, to repeat the sequence or task until the
desired level of proficiency or skill has been achieved and to
perform in a safe environment. Therefore, this new concept of
VR technology applied to training models brings new
perspectives to the teaching of subjects in Civil Engineering
training [1].
The developed application makes it possible to show the
physical evolution of the works, the monitoring of the planned
construction sequence, and the visualization of details of the
form of every component of the construction. It also assists the
study of the type and method of operation of the equipment
necessary for this construction methodology. Specialist in
bridge design were consulted and implicated in the execution of
the educational model in order to obtain an efficient and
accurate didactic application. The pedagogic aspect and the
technical knowledge are presented on the selection of the
quantity and type of elements to show in the virtual model, on
the sequence of exhibition to follow, on the relationship
established between the components of the construction, on the
degree of geometric details needed to present and on the
technical information that must go with each constructive step.
From this application it is possible to obtain 3D models
corresponding to different states of their shape, simulating
distinct stages of the carrying out process [2].
The present model attends the incremental launching method
of bridge deck construction. This application follows another
VR models developed within the Technical University of
Lisbon at the Department of Civil Engineering, concerning
construction works (Fig. 1): one model shows the execution of
an external wall, a basic component of a building; another
model presents the cantilever process of bridge construction;
and the third model presents the construction of a roof of a
building [3].
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Fig. 1.
1 Didactic virtual models in construuction.

To facilitate unnderstanding of
o the various phases
p
involvedd in
thee incremental launching usage method, it was made an
appplication of vissual simulation
n through proggramming and 3D
moodeling in virrtual reality environment of the elemeents
invvolved in consstruction. In th
his text, the maain aspects of the
connstructive proccess by increm
mental launchinng are mentionned,
thee assumptions of the case stu
udy to use are defined,
d
and with
w
thee support of toools for program
mming in the virrtual environm
ment
thee construction of
o the virtual deck
d
is plannedd.

II.

elem
ments (pillars and abutmentss), may also usse part of the
built deck like suupport too. Thuus, the displaceement of the
mwork is donee from pier to pier
p [5];
form
Thee bridges buiilt by the canntilever methood have its
struuctural model strongly condiitioned by the constructive
proocess. The struccture advances from a short deck
d
segment
on top of a pier syymmetrically in
i segments off about 3m to
m span or to an
a abutment. This system is
5m length to the mid
b
bridgees with spans of
o 60m above,
the most used for building
regardless of heigght. It is also ussed with some frequency in
o arches of briddges and has a considerable
the construction of
fielld of applicatioon in the bridgges built by prrecast staves.
Forr extensions off less than 50m range, can be equated
e
with
the earlier solutionns, depending on the numberr of piers and
heigght [6].

BRIIDGE CONST
TRUCTION ME
ETHODS

a
Thhe constructionn method for the executionn of bridges and
viaaducts must bee taken into acccount from the earliest stagess of
thee design [4]. Due
D to its impo
ortance, and beecause it involvves
sevveral technicaal teams thatt depend on it, his detaiiled
knowledge is verry important. Sometimes
S
thiss understandingg is
mplicated by increasing
i
inn
novation and upgrading
u
of new
n
com
connstruction methhods of the maain constructioon companies that
t
com
mpete with eacch other.
The processes of constructio
on have a hugee influence on the
the
sellection of the crross section off the deck and, consecutively,
c
struuctural solutioon. This soluttion must verrify the princiipal
objjectives, inherrent in any strructure: functiionality, security,
durrability, economics and aesth
hetics.
P
Perhaps
in noo other works in the fieldd of engineerring
struuctures, the coonstructive pro
ocess affects the
t design as the
briidges. The mainn methods of construction
c
most often used are
thee false work suupported on thee ground, the foormwork carriaage
andd cantileveringg method madee by formworkk travelers and the
connstruction by incremental
i
lau
unching. Fig. 2 illustrates thhese
meethods:
• The false woork supported on
o the ground, with scaffoldiing,
is the most traditional method, duue to its eaasy
onomy, and is the olddest
implementatiion and eco
construction type of bridgees. It is approppriate to viaduucts
m), and alwayys supported onn a
with low heiight (up to 20m
firm area. The
T false work
k does not resstrict the type of
section, therrefore the decck may be suupported by riibs,
beams or witth box girder crross section [5];
• The formwoork carriage emerged with the need for
extensive coonstruction of viaducts that could run freeely
without any limitation
l
by th
he type of terrain or the heightt of
structure. Thhe formwork can
c be used to
t support in-ssitu
concrete, or just
j to elevate and suspend prrecast staves. It
I is
suitable for thhe execution of long bridges,, straight or witth a
small curvatuure. The span lengths
l
must bee equivalent, with
w
values of 300 to 60m and
d can reach 700m. The deckk is
generally suppported by beeams or ribs. The
T basis of this
t
operation meethod is to sup
pport the formw
work on the fiinal

Fig. 2.. Bridge constructiion methods.

IIII.

INCREM
MENTAL LUN
NCHING METH
HOD

The inccremental launcching method consists of casting 15m to
30m lonng segments off the bridge supperstructure inn a stationary
formwoork to push a coompleted segm
ment forward with hydraulic
jacks along
a
the bridgge axis. In 19961-63 the firrst bridge of
reinforcced concrete was built througgh incremental launching [7]
in the city of Guyanna, Venezuela. Andrä strenggthened this
w
the discovvery of the
construcctive process,, in 1965, with
advantaages of applicaation of Teflonn on the suppoort, allowing
greater slip of the deckk during its inccremental proggress.

Fig. 3. The
T construction of
o a bridge decks using
u
the method on
o incremental
launchingg (http://www.abddnb.bayern.de/).

d
to bee applied in
The incremental laaunching is designed
o about 50m
viaducts over valleys and mountainns with spans of
wever, its use is common inn flat areas wheere access at
[8]. How
ground level may be conditionned, or on which
w
it is
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inappropriate to impose disturbances, such as works on traffic,
railways, etc.
The length of the optimal span is between 45 and 50m. The
method can be applied also in bridges of reinforced concrete
and in steel bridges and mixed. The bridge axis can be straight
or curved circular. It is estimated that the minimum length of a
bridge or viaduct to justify the cost of its implementation is
200m [7]. The application of this constructive process requires
that the height of the cross section needs to be constant over its
entire length, because each section will have different states of
bending moment and thus different tensions. The appropriate
type of section is the box girder, as they have a good
relationship between the top and bottom flexural modulus. The
longitudinal pre-stressing of the deck is divided into 2 groups:
the pre-stressing of constructive stage, installed and placed
under tension before the deck launch, and the extra
pre-stressing, placed under tension after the deck reach its final
position.
Specific equipment for the proper use of the incremental
launching method is needed: the launching equipment,
responsible for the advancement of the deck; the support
bearings, which facilitates the sliding of the deck on the piers;
the launching nose, located in front of the deck. Through the
application of visual simulation that was developed in this work,
it is possible to observe the geometry and operation of
equipment in the process. The developed VR model provides a
contribution to the dissemination of information concerning
this construction method, through a recording of visual
simulation of the phases and the equipment that comprises the
construction process.

IV.
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in construction phase, does not have any commercial reference
because it was designed from the specifications and dimensions
specified in [7]. The piers and abutments are fully built in visual
model, because its implementation in work does not depend on
the constructive process of the deck.
4.1 Geometric Modeling
Every elements needed in the virtual scenario were modeled
and then the interaction was programmed using the some
software based on the virtual reality technology.
For the creation and modeling of the elements was used
AutoCAD, from AutoDesk. For the definition of the virtual
interaction the EON StudioTM [9], from EON Reality was used.
The software Eon StudioTM is a tool for creating interactive
applications in 3D environment. The TU Lisbon has their
licenses for their use, which are available for research in a
laboratory. To establish the communication between EON
StudioTM and AutoCAD was used 3ds Max, also from
AutoDesk.
The unit of length used was the meter. The origin of the
reference was defined at the base of the casting yard,
represented in Fig. 5. Thus symmetry is obtained by the
longitudinal vertical plane and the segments will be advanced
from the vertical transverse plane (y = 0).

CASE STUDY

The type of bridge that was used for this work resulted is a
compilation of several cases reported in the literature and
various photographic records available in some construction
companies and engineering schools such as Federal
Polytechnic School of Laudanize (http://is-beton.epfl.ch).
The cross section of the deck, abutments, geometry and size
of the piers are based on the Itztalbrücke viaduct, built in 2007,
near Rodental, Germany (www.abdnb.bayern.de, 2008). As the
constructive process involved is due to a combination of
cyclical actions, the case study consists only in one deck,
supported by 6 piers, showing however the same central span
with 58m (Fig. 4), like the viaduct Itztalbrücke.

Fig. 5. Reference adopted for the modeling and programming of objects.

The form used for the 3D modeling was, in most cases, make
the piece in two dimensions (2D) and then extend that section to
create a solid. Later, using rotations, unions and subtractions
between solids, inherent properties of AutoCAD, obtained the
desired element. The object that will move during the
simulation were visually differentiated by assigning the
"layers" or color in AutoCAD in order to be identified by the
transition software (3ds Max). Taking as example the false
work used in the construction of segments of the deck, the Fig.
6 shows one of its elements. Through the operations described
above, the metal parts were designed, then copied along the
longitudinal direction of the deck and mirrored according to the
longitudinal vertical plane (with x = 0).

Fig. 4. Longitudinal view of the case study bridge.

Given its size, this virtual bridge is included in the group of
long bridges and therefore the launching equipment could be
the system Eberspächer [www.eberspaecher.org, 2008]. This
equipment was referenced explicitly by Gohla [8] as owner of
all the capabilities for this function. The bearing supports, used

Fig. 6. Exterior formwork of the casting yard.
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Finally, the wood beams were created, to make the
connection between the score and shuttering, and, with the
same procedures, were placed in their correct position, as
shown in the third image of Fig. 6.
The remaining objects were executed in the same way,
varying the geometry. It was necessary to carefully assess what
level of detail required for modeling in view of its presentation
in virtual reality, because the geometric level of detail will be
set depending on the purpose with which the interactive model
is created.
For the representation of reinforcement, shown in Fig. 7, one
steel mesh was designed in two dimensions. In 3ds Max these
lines were setup as a way to go for a section in order to form a
solid at each bar. It was not necessary to model all the
reinforcement of the bridge, but only for a segment. The cross
section used for steel bars was the rectangular instead the circle,
to minimize the number of vertices and faces of all.

objects where the texture used has a concrete image. Besides
the image applied in the concrete elements, was used an image
of different texture to represent other material, wood, to be
applied to the shuttering plates and the beams used for
temporary support of the launching nose, represented also
in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Abutment and temporary support for the launching nose.

The remaining objects, mostly because they are the metallic
type, can be set only with a material based on color, brightness,
reflections, roughness, etc. Noting the hydraulic equipment,
represented in Fig. 9, it is possible to check the differentiation
between two materials, in addition to color. The outer cylinder,
blue, has a uniform tone. The inner cylinder, light-colored, has
a gloss and the reflection inherent of a sliding surface.
4.2 Programming of interactive model
Fig. 7. Reinforcement steel mesh.

The launching nose was the most complex object produced
in this work. His assembly in place is very repetitive, and will
be showed in the application virtual, but the geometry of its
elements is very uneven, as shown in Fig. 8. The application of
materials in 3ds Max is in itself a matter of high complexity. It
is possible to reproduce material very close to reality due to the
large number of tools and options that the software provides.
The materials created in 3ds Max, in general, could have been
made directly in the EON Studio. The 3ds Max was chosen
because it has a library with some pre-defined materials, and
has a working platform frankly better. It is possible to change
the characteristics of a material, such as color, brightness,
roughness, and other, and instantly see the effects.

In this item will not be exhaustively described all the
procedures used to perform the programming and design of the
application. Once all objects created and arranged in the correct
position on the reference chosen, they were exported to the
program EON StudioTM in order to start the programming of
the virtual model.
The Fig. 10 displays the desktop of the EON StudioTM. In
the middle window is available the hierarchical tree of the
elements involved in the application to create. The hierarchy in
this system facilitates the highly oriented programming with
objects. During programming the nodes are added, which are
essential for the design and implementation. By selecting any
node in the central window, its properties can be viewed and
edited in the window on the right. The map of the simulation is
in the left window. In this board, and quite intuitive, there is
established the communication between the nodes, forming a
network of connections.

Fig. 8. Launching nose.( Color Plate 7)

For this work were essentially created two types of materials,
with the use of image mapping as their difference. Through
mapping coordinates and other properties, it is possible that the
image is repeated in different directions.
The Fig. 9 shows the abutment of the bridge as one of the

Fig. 10. Interface of EON StudioTM
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W the purppose to give so
With
ome immersivve capacity to the
appplication, weree used two nod
des from the EON
E
system. The
T
firsst node, of typee "cgMaterial,"" served to creaate the river by the
mixing of colorss and the defin
nition of otherr parameters. The
T
ype, served to create the virttual
seccond node, of "panorama" ty
envvironment of thhe scenario. Th
his node allowss the definitionn of
an image for thee sky, horizon and floor. Thhe user will haave
he virtual envvironment, so the
freeedom to movve freely in th
im
mages set to thee horizon and sky,
s
must grantt the projectionn to
360 degrees. To achieve
a
the effeect of movemennt of the river, the
mesensor", "m
multiplication" and
a "cgMateriaal",
nodes of type "tim
mes
weere dragged too the map off simulation, with the nam
"tim
mesensor_Marr", "Multiplicattion" and "Watter", respectiveely,
as represented inn Fig. 11. The first node willl be active durring
a is responsib
ble for sendingg impulses to the
thee application and
node "cgMaterial (water)", afteer amplified byy a multiplicattive
c
changee of the parameeter
facctor. These pulsses provide a constant
"tim
me" of the nodde type "cgMateerial (water)", in other wordss, to
chaange the ampplitude of the waves in this material, thhus
creeating the illusiion of their mo
ovement.
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Next, the exterior form work composed
c
of 26 identical
elementts is building upp. So, only the assembly of onne element is
visualizzed in detail. During
D
the anim
mation, the poosition of the
camera and its movem
ment are synchrronized to show
w the details
e
or thee assembly typpe and also an overview of
of the elements
the worrking place (Fiig.13)

Fig. 13. Visuallization of the exteerior formwork strructure.

e
panelss of the shuttering and the
Afterr placing the external
reinforccement mesh, starts
s
the visuaal simulation of
o the casting
work. The
T elements that
t
make up the
t interior fallse work are
placed incrementallyy, starting wiith the metalllic support,
ms and finishiing with the
followeed by the longgitudinal beam
implem
mentation of shuuttering panels (Fig. 15).

Fig. 11. Simullation of the movem
ment of the river.(( Color Plate 8)

A
After
definingg the necessary
y considerationns and details on
thee framework off virtual scenarrio, the planninng of the sequennce
of events to creatte was establish
hed.
Fig. 144. Visual simulatioon of the casting work
w
of the first deeck segment.

4.33 The Construction Sequencee
In order to reporrt an overview
w of the consttruction place the
mera points iniitially to the caasting yard. At this stage just the
cam
abuutments, piers and beams off the foundatioon of the yard are
vissible (Fig. 15).

Next, the assemblyy of the launchhing nose is innstalled. The
camera is adjusted too allow the coorrect visualizaation of this
A
casting thhe first segmennt the displaceement of this
work. After
elementt takes place. For
F that the tem
mporary supporrt of the nose
is remooved and the segment
s
is separated from thhe shuttering
(Fig. 155).

Fig. 12. Visualization of the abuttments, piers and thhe casting yard.
Fig. 15. Visuallization of the mettallic launching noose.
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To represent the advance of the deckk, the launchhing
d it consists off two parts locaated
equuipment appeaars in detail, and
under each webb of deck, and
a
thought four movemeents
illuustrated in Fig. 16, provides the launching of the segmennts.
Thhis cycle is reppeated until the progress of the first segm
ment
reaaches about 31m
m.

Alreaady in the finall phase of construction, the noose arrives at
the abuutment and thhe temporary support
s
is repplace by the
definitivve one (Fig. 199). The yard iss removed andd the space is
coveredd of land (Fig. 20).
2

Fig. 16. Displacementt of the launching nose.
n

The arrival of the
t nose to thee first pier is achieved during the
advvance of thee second segm
ment. Fig. 177 illustrates the
traansposition proocess of the piier by the nosee. In it the sm
mall
broown paralleleppiped are the launch pads and are placced
maanually by woorkers between
n the nose annd the temporrary
suppport placed ovver each pier. The
T camera is positioned
p
to shhow
prooperly the workk. This phase of
o the animatioon is programm
med
to run variouss actions at the same time,
t
adequattely
nce [2]).
synnchronized (deetails in referen

Fig. 19. The
T nose arrives at the abutment and the replacement of
o the temporary
support.

Fig. 20. The yaard is removed andd the space is coverred.

Fig. 17. Nose arrriving at a pier.

The constructiion of the remaaining segmentts is performedd in
i identical to thhe initial segm
ment
fasst mode, becausse the process is
(Fiig. 18).

The execution of virtual bridge could not end without
providee the finishing which allow the sense of construction
completted. For this operation,
o
the camera movees along the
bridge, while the guards
g
and thhe finishing elements
e
are
positionned. So, finallyy the guards aree positioned annd also other
finishinng elements (Fiig. 21).

F 21. The finishhing elements are positioned
Fig.
p
over thee deck.

Fig. 18. Seqquence of the increemental launched of the deck.

a
ressulted in a file with 4mb. 1133 nodes were
The application
program
mmed manuallyy resulting more than 2400 liines of code,
212 nodes of the typpe “keyframe””, 122 nodes of the type
t type “timessensor” amongg others. The
“place”, 15 nodes of the
w created within a Master Thesis
T
researchh work.
model was
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V.

TRAINING ASPECTS

The model was placed on a webpage thus being available for
learners to manipulate. For that they should download the free
EON Viewer application available at: http://download.
eonreality.com
The bridge model particularly shows the complexity
associated to the construction work of the deck. The model
illustrates in detail the movement of the equipment. In class, the
trainer must explain way the process must follow that sequence
of steps and the way the equipment devices operates. When the
learner goes to a real work place he can observe the complexity
of the work and better understand the progression of
construction previously explained [10].
This model presents a great complexity of geometry and
material concerning the different elements used in a real work
process. It provides an immersive capacity inherent to virtual
world and it has a menu of events display allowing the learner
to select a specific part he wants to observe again (Fig. 22).
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construction place. As documented in photos of Fig. 23 it is
possible to evaluate how far the visitor has to be positioned in
relation to the deck. The photos concern the construction of a
bridge in Silleda, Spain .

Fig. 23. Construction of Silleda’s bridge, in Spain.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKANQgf4LH8&feature=player_embedd
ed
Fig. 22. Menu of events supports the interactivity with the model.

In the incremental lunching the camera movement shows the
model in a consistent way to present all sequences of events
allowing the user to perceive correctly the most important
details of this construction method. During the animation, the
position of the camera and its movement are synchronized to
show the details of the elements or the assembly type and also
an overview of the working place. The animation of the
construction process can be visualized at:
http://www.octaviomartins.com/lancamentoIncremental/
VI.

At such a distance it is not possible to observe adequately
every aspect. Comparing images included in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24
it is possible to recognize that the virtual model reaches every
point of the construction and the student or the learner in a
training technical session is able to better understand every
detail of the process.

SPREADING THE WORK

In order to facilitate the use of the virtual model a film was
made and it is available in: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
S3Kf9e6JgF4&feature=player_embedded
The film has recently support the description of the
methodology of the incremental launching deck construction in
a technical seminar session were several bridges construction
processes were referrer. The detail of the configuration of each
element involved in the performance, the camera positioned in
an adequate way at each time where the construction activity is
in progress and finally the accuracy of the construction
sequence are good arguments to use the model or the film made
over the virtual model as an education tool and as an important
support to explain bridge construction technologies. At the real
place it is quite difficult to show in detail all the work because
visitors must be kept in a security distant from the bridge

Fig. 24. Images from the film made over the virtual model.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated, through the example presented here,
how the technology of virtual reality can be used in the
elaboration of teaching material of educational interest in the
area of construction processes.
The model generated represents the construction of a bridge
in a standard situation. The student can interact with the virtual
model in such a way that he can set in motion the construction
sequence demanded by actual construction work, observe the
methodology applied, analyse in detail every component of the
work and the equipment needed to support the construction
process and observe how the different pieces of a construction
element mesh with each other and become incorporated into the
model.
The model was placed in a repository created under the
activities of e-school, a platform developed in the TU Lisbon,
to be accessed by students and teachers of another institutions
related to Civil Engineering. The application is oriented, not
only as a learning tool, but also to professionals related to the
construction of this kind of bridges. So, the model could be an
important support to teachers to illustrate bridges construction
issues in class and after, by themselves, using there PCs.
Compared with other visual representations, the application
that resulted from this work, is: greater complexity of material
and space in an attempt to provide more immersive capacity for
its view; the introduction of a menu of events and displays,
which allows the selection by the user of rapid events that he
may want to view; concern with the user, trying to predict the
possible sources of misunderstanding and giving them the
prominence that it was considered necessary; showing the
movements of the camera in a consistent way, to present all
sequences of events not only in teaching but also in appealing to
provide interest and attention from the user.
It is supposed that this work has the aim of providing not
only the direct, fast and consistent understanding of the
incremental launching method, but also show the capacity of
representation in virtual environment in support of innovative
techniques for construction.
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